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Chapter 6 of "The Only World Book With Truth This World Knows Not"
Georgia Guidestones
Valley Full of Bones
â

Of the Way Things Will Beâ

This chapter contains the most important message this world has ever before had; and there is no comparison
to itâ s extremely valid information ever since the beginning of the human race-----yet the majority of this
entire world will ignore what the first chapters in this book were building up too for a stable spiritual lead
while laughing at, doubting or not believing the most important and highly valuable message to the entire
civilization on earth with all of the following chapters in this book being on just how this population of almost
seven billion is already in the process of human reduction through itâ s slow elimination while bringing it
down to an easily controlled 500 million slaves; and whatâ s follows in this chapter and all through the
book is some detail on just how its being done along with what has been happening to you and your own
children in mind and body from this betrayed population under the control of the darkest forces unknown to
man through extreme powers of psychological manipulation that keeps all people thinking they are right,
when in truth if only God was fully believed, this world would know they are all wrong and have been
betrayed with a super double-cross getting ready to make itself known to billions.
Also bear in mind that the churinga phrase used many times represents this world of false teachers whose
disobedience is a perfect parallel to Saul in {1 Samuel 15} which is an excellent and very much needed read
for all that desire only truth.
So never ever ignore facts that will be proven just because of the false and incomplete knowledge of man all
around you that places their own thoughts into the minds of others with their false words of wisdom {strike
through}ignorance that only will greatly affect all others with the same foolish belief because that is how the
god of this world works as a domino effect of filling one mind, then the knock-over that just keeps on
knocking this worldâ s civilization into being stultified {illogical stupidity} by spreading his lies worldwide
who have become the many of this world in the broad way that leads to their destruction with only few
remaining that look only to God. Therefore only those few have overcome the god of this world while
standing strong because of their faith that has produced very deep and strong roots that will hold them in place
when great tribulation strikes rather then were being knocked over along with the many billions of dominoes
worldwide. {You dig like back in the 60â s and 70â s?}
When it comes right down to the proven realities of mankind, this planet earth and what the creator has to say
regarding this entire human race, absolutely nothing is by accident, chance, luck, coincidence or any other
phrase of man that tries to change what truly is. So any that ignore what is all around them everywhere on
earth now, will not ignore any further when they as individuals with their families are sinking slowly in the
painful quicksandâ s of life with no help, no lifeline, no care and absolutely no hope whatsoever through
their slow elimination of life within the swamps of death. Sound bad? Then go to church and pay for all the
sound good lies.

The greatest difference between me and the entire human race is that my own self purpose of life itself has
become for the people of world and not myself. Therefore with faith as my only fuel, I work non stop twenty
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four hours of each day while having no life of my own that goes beyond hopes for a better tomorrow that has
been always coming as the day before with even more hardships added, but through faith, the harder my life,
the greater Godâ s plans for my use which will bring even greater spiritual eternal rewards, therefore as
much as I truly care about all other human beings, I have learned well through faith and following Godâ s
orders to just accept whatever cards of life may fall whether they be good cards or bad cards; and that is
because no man of God all through history ever had an easy life. But through faith we can do all things, and
faith is believing every word of only God that eliminates what man teaches without THE WORD as their only
direction as written with no interpretations or man made doctrines placing everything out of context when
their deluded mind is whatâ s out of context and knows not God.
The Georgia Guidestones

Over 30 years ago a man walked into the office of Elberton Granite Finishing Company in Elberton County
Georgia; and the purpose of his visit was to place an order for an elaborate conceptual structure for
transmitting a message to mankind. All {some} believers in God actually know the Ten Commandments
which we are all to live by, but donâ t in any way while feeling saved is all that is needed. Talk about
illogical stupidity!
Therefore it may interest you that this message engraved on the Georgia Guidestones in eight languages, or
could be otherwise known as American Stonehenge is also â Ten individual messages of the way things in
this world will beâ
Now what every human life on earth needs to do is take one very special notice with great and deep thought
that what was just placed in the surface of their mind being the message â Of The Way Things Will Beâ
with such great reason being that you were just told through those few words that everything in this world
having do with human beings and life itself is about to become a was, a has been, or history as dust in the
wind and gone forever with no more freedom with people control and chaos for â The Way Things Will Be
through taking world Control towards reducing the earths population.
â Welcome to the New World Orderâ
cancer to the earth.

as the way things shall be with no more overpopulation being a

So why give very deep thought? Because whatâ s coming equals minus over six billion people that you,
your children, family, friends and life are apart of. The way it shall be only takes away everything from all
worldwide including their freedom, bearing children for families and their choice of life while leaving only
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big brother as the world controller to bow before, follow and obeyâ
that. Do, obey, or die.

or just become exterminated---simple as

THE MESSAGE OF THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES is a message for this entire civilization that the
human race cannot hear because the god of this world has led this world in darkness with a world of
churingaâ s that know far more than God. Therefore THE WORD is out of context with their human
spirit.
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
2. Guide reproduction wisely â improving fitness and diversity.
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
4. Rule passion â faith â tradition â and all things with tempered reason.
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.
9. Prize truth â beauty â love â seeking harmony with the infinite. 10. Be not a cancer on the earth
â Leave room for nature â Leave room for nature.
If all sounds good according to those words you just read, welcome to a society filled with blind hate, useless
wars, suffering, greed, tortures, rapes, murderers, diseases, destroyed soil, water, air with ocean junk yards
and even more man made junk in orbit along with a population growing in same sex marriages accompanied
with a world of religious hypocrites who think they know everything while not even knowing God according
to His own words, yet have lips overflowing with love as they praise God while completely rejecting His
truths they donâ t want to hear, believe, act on, understand or even obey, so if the message written in the
Guidestones sounds good, your coming end wonâ t be good at all because the complete end of man ruling
man along with humanity as it has always been can be seen as the only first bright and shinning light at the
end of a very long 6000 year tunnel of darkness; and knowing God is the only way one can understand what
you just read.
Just one of the uncountable ways of the supreme Churinga ignorance through the religions of man can plainly
be seen in these following words that I write as a quote:
â The satanic Georgia Guidestones must be destroyed,â insists John Conner of The Resistance. â The
Guidestones should be smashed into a million pieces, and then the rubble used for a construction purpose.â
My words---And his highly extreme ignorance is in the fact that history cannot be changed because America
and this entire world have already fallen through billions of deaths, destruction, waste and desolation; and so
says God through prophecy that has already occurred just as the sinking of the Titanic in 1912 that cannot be
changed, yet this world of believers donâ t know God, understand God, or believe His every word which we
are all to live by; and blind fools worldwide teach all believers to do as they themselves do through their own
doctrines that only destroy the truth of God. Want a solid overview of your own coming days? Read the way it
will be through the 68 verses in Deuteronomy 28 without the out of context words from all the scattered out of
context religious minds in this world; and plenty there are, so says God in {Psalms 14:2-3, 53:2-3, and
Revelation 12:9} that none of the scattered minds believe.
What should be spoken in massive ways non stop twenty four hours each day worldwide is the message
within the Guidestones that must me made known to this entire world now;
And not to change people or what cannot be changed at this period in time, but to make the subconscious of
human beings worldwide to know their end has come; and all for the purpose of a new kingdom with God as
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â The Rulerâ and never again man who has always been rotten with evil to the core of their hearts, unless
you believe that all of these current very sickening world conditions have come from the good in man; and if
you are one who believes current events on this planet past and present are not that bad, just tell your feelings
to little children who are either starving, diseased, being beaten, tortured, raped and murdered everywhere on
earth within each moment because of manâ s pathetic rule this world of churingaâ s are far to blind to
even see.

The Age of Reason {written within square} was a book authored by Thomas Paine with its intent being to
destroy Christian beliefs upon which our Republic was founded. But in truth everything has come from God
and not the beliefs of false Christianity in a world that has always been deceived, betrayed, mislead, beguiled,
deluded and duped with one super double-cross that is going to leave a clever world of people looking very
stupid and illogical as in stultified because they worshiped themselves and their AW Tozer gods or any
worldwide that sounded good to their spirit in man only to fall amongst the billions while dragging many
down with themselves. Ready for the double cross loving shepherds never tell you because they all follow the
god of this world?
â Look! The Lord is coming out from his place to judge the people of the world for the bad things they have
done. The earth will reveal the blood that has been spilled on it. It will no longer hide the proof of those
murders. {Isaiah 26:21}-{EVR}
We are all inhabitants of this earth, and the many in the billions do not know God while having no love for
others as they do for themselves; and with that totally disobey God in pagan ways while being as spiritual
murders to their own brethren, and God called me to a place in the Philippines from Chicago where we could
be alone for growing together spiritually while keeping in the same square mile almost five years while barely
surviving and crying out to brethren worldwide just so I cold learn to see them all just as God sees them.
So what have I been on the receiving end of according to the will of God? What have I seen and what have I
experienced through all these years past? A world of very cruel religious hypocrites slap full of lip love that
never leaves their tongue, a world of hypocrites that have no fruits nor roots to hold them in the coming
beginning of sorrows and great tribulation. Therefore are of the many in the broad way and even very saved
by grace, just not yet eternally from being on the wrong road until they repent and learn to obey THE WORD
while flushing all the false teachers of this world that know more than God.
These following dry bones represent every human being that has ever lived because all will be resurrected for
the great white throne judgment, but none will be in the first resurrection as firstfruits because none, no, not
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one ever knew God personally as those chosen to reign with Christ as part of His government, {Isaiah 9:7}
but that does not mean they will not have eternal life. For the good at heart, God will grant 100 years of life
for them to learn His ways, develop true love for all others, and then at the end of one hundred years of good
life be granted eternal life. Isaiah 65:17-25 gives this vision. As for the very evil such as Joseph Stalin who
may have been responsible for up to 60,000,000 million deaths along with all George Bushes, Clintons and
Obamaâ s, they will be thrown into the lake of fire as the great tribulations coming upon this human race for
the purpose of burning many clean to become worthy of the tree of life whereas many like Hitler all through
history only lived, killed millions and died without ever having to face or live in what all on this earth are
going to experience through these coming years as written in chapter 5 of â The Only World Book With
Truth This World Knows Notâ .
The words of God are so true that everything spoken and written is as a spike with me being the hammer that
will just keep on hitting over and over and over the same words with hopes of just a few that will begin to
listen rather than only hear as most in this foolish human race that cannot even read the writing of their
coming destruction on the wall. And that is because mankind has become so ignorant while being just totally
all wrapped up so tightly and into themselves that their minds only take what is wanted while trashing
anything else that does not flow smoothly as they want all things without worries that go against what they
believe churinga style; and that includes God who says this whole world has been deceived along with all of
the blinded false teachers of His truth worldwide that donâ t even know what truth is through the words of
God which are pure and meant for this entire civilization of believers with no confusion, yet all believers only
believe what they choose depending on how they have been taught by man who God says to put no
confidence in. But all the very clever ones that think they know much more than THE WORD they just
custom tailor to their own brain dead liking only to murder many with much righteous bloodshed that will
bring more shame upon them than words can ever even begin to express.
So exactly where is this human race according to God? What He sees is a world of believers have become a
world of unbelievers in what He says regarding world religious deception while rejecting who they all claim
to believe in; and God has been warning them all of their coming calamity; so I say again that all as the many
in the broad way just flat out refuse to hear truth, whereas the few in the narrow way are those few who hear
God by looking only to Him as the Father in the same way as their Head Jesus Christ. Now be sure to
understand that the false churinga brethren of this world that know much more than God will tell you different
from what THE WORD speaks; and they mean well in their own minds, yet God sees them all worldwide as
scorpions who strike men of God, but when you come to understand God, others can be seen through their
non-fruits with no love or care for any other human beings while falsely judging in murderous ways they will
all answer to God for.
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The messages engraved in eight different languages cover but four fields that say it all.
1} World Government, 2} Population control, 3} Environment and humans relationship with nature, 4}
Spirituality
Notice the hole in the center stone? It was one of the stipulations in the work order because of its occult
purpose alignment of the sun, stars and moon. This particular placement of the hole was so the North Star
could be viewed through it at any given moment.
These following words are one very interesting quote with extreme accuracy when the words are closely read
along with the message inscribed on the Guidestones.
â We have cut the links between child and parent, and between man and man, and between man and
woman. No one dares trust a wife or a child or a friend any longer. But in the future there will be no wives and
no friends. Children will be taken from their mothers at birth, as one takes eggs from a hen. The sex instinct
will be eradicated. Procreation will be an annual formality like the renewal of a ration card. We shall abolish
the ******. Our neurologists are at work upon it now. There will be no loyalty, except loyalty towards the
Party. There will be no love, except the love of Big Brotherâ . â George Orwell, 1984
Letâ s all just get us a clear vision on the surface of the way things have been and currently are within this
world of man. And never lose focus on the first Guidestones message of reducing this worldâ s population
down to 500 million, because without that open mind for only truth you will not believe or fully understand
any of all the information you are about to read through this entire book, yet there already has been a mass of
facts which have very greatly affected your life in more ways than you could ever even begin to imagine.
Letâ s begin our much deeper look at the realities of this world that most all people have not any idea of in
any way.
In this first story of our minor skim for knowledge that begins as an illustration in the Marina Trench, which is
about 71/2 miles below the surface of the Pacific ocean east of the Philippines, that in truth would reach into
outer space if I were to do more than just skim here and there for bits and pieces. I can only skim, understand?
My greatest efforts {very seriously} are only to gain the interest of human minds everywhere on this planet
because I care, and that is very, very difficult to do with reason being that we as human beings within this
world today all have been unknowingly programmed {brainwashed} ever since birth in just being who we are
in this world with no true knowledge just as written in the most widely distributed Book called the Holy Bible
within the entire world that is filled with truth that human beings just donâ t know, hear, see or understand;
and God even tells why through--{Jeremiah 3:24-25--Revelation 12:9--Psalms 14:2-3, 53:2-3} with
uncountable writings throughout the entire Bible, but believers in God just donâ t believe what He says; and
that is because believers donâ t even follow His instruction that without doing God can never be
understood; and understanding God is the fear of the Lord this world of false shepherds donâ t even possess
let alone know the meaning of beyond their churinga lips that know all things; and for any who desire genuine
spiritual truth, only speaking with God through their hearts can bring it. In other words, lips are useless
because God only reads our heart.
If today there was a world of believers training up children in the way they should go as the only good way of
life while having a world based on Godâ s truth and love for each other, this world would be right on target
for only Godâ s never ending blessings. {Proverbs 22:6} However, that has never been done according to
the words of God all believers have been commanded to live by. So whatâ s that mean?
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In this final generation of mankind, just as always, all human beings are just born without invitation into a
world upon a crumbling foundation which has been built through the powers of the father of lies that is now
about to totally give way for the worst timesoftrouble that has ever before been on this entire planet; and as far
as the religions of man are concerned, they can see nothing regarding truth of reality as God speaks all
through His words of the blind leading the blind who are duped ministers of Satan.
Reality God has taught me well to deal with, However, the suffering which is coming upon children
worldwide of all ages I really canâ t handle smoothly at all just as Jeremiah who cried with heartfelt great
distress from his God given vision of whatâ s in route today with no blockages to change its course because
through prophecy it has already happened, therefore any individuals that know God can also see the coming
vision of what has already happened to a world of children with my purpose and goal being in giving truth
now to all that want only truth while it can still be heard so that all believers can learn the only way of gaining
Godâ s mercy for this coming darkness; and not only for children, but for any that simply choose God and
all that He speaks through true and unwavering faith while putting no trust in any human beings on earth
without â GODâ S SPIRITâ and â THE WORDâ as their only secure road map on earth.
â My eyes are blind with tears, my stomach in a knot.
My insides have turned to jelly over my people's fate.
Babies and children are fainting all over the place,
Calling to their mothers, "I'm hungry! I'm thirsty!"
then fainting like dying soldiers in the streets,
breathing their last in their mothers' laps.
How can I understand your plight, dear Jerusalem?
What can I say to give you comfort, dear Zion?
Who can put you together again? This bust-up is past understanding.
Your prophets courted you with sweet talk.
They didn't face you with your sin so that you could repent.
Their sermons were all wishful thinking, deceptive illusions. {Lamentations 2:11-14}-{Message}
What you just read speaks only truth in all versions of THE WORD---therefore is no churinga out of context
fairytale to the Jews that will only bring your own blood for believing the scattered minds that God warns
against.
When any person that believes in God allows the name Jerusalem to become their distraction from His words
concerning this entire worldâ s truth, itâ s all because the doctrines of man that have no spiritual lead
from God; and knowing God means to just take His every word so extremely serious that you actually hear
through conversation these His words with full understanding just as these following. . .
â Before I shaped you in the womb,
I knew all about you.
Before you saw the light of day,
I had holy plans for you:
A prophet to the nationsâ
that's what I had in mind for you." {Jeremiah 1:5}-{The Message}
In other words through plain English, the words of God through Jeremiah in his book and Lamentations were
intended as prophecy for the world today with everything that Jeremiah has to say being words from God that
this world needs to not just read, but understand because all that he speaks is becoming a reality that none on
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earth are prepared for. Or are you prepared to see your own children dying slowly in pain with suffering?
Because that is whatâ s going to happen to a world of not only children, but all people everywhere on earth!
However, there still can be Godâ s mercy for the few who choose Godâ s truth over the very shallow
partial and false teachings of man everywhere on earth before itâ s too late; and that is because they will
learn to take what God speaks through His words seriously such as Proverbs 1:5, 7, 22-32 while becoming
very wise and spiritually in line with verse 33---â Before its too lateâ ---and the laughers, mockers,
judges, detractors, scorners and all the clever and wise ones now wonâ t be laughing when in churingaâ s
perpetual shame with disgrace for all the shed blood his clever words have brought on others.---â A
Promise Guaranteedâ And I can still love the man because he knows not what he does, therefore God has
made me strong to take anything slung mud by any believers worldwide. {Ezekiel 2:6}
But for todayâ s believers on earth, everything {lie} they have not been programmed for is out of context;
and this book very deeply gets into precisely how it has been done to this world in many ways.
Understanding of being programmed. Our own programming of hearts and mind has but only two ways which
are light for truth or dark for lies, so at this time itâ s either Godâ s Spirit of truth for the few in this world
or the spirit given by the father of lies for the many in this deceived world. Therefore our programming is not
by our own choice, but just what is given by God or the devil which all depends on the priority of our hearts
and what God has already known of us before we were even born just as only God knew of what Jeremiah,
Moses, Paul, Elijah and all men of God according to who they would become because of their faith while
being contrite, obedient and loving others all over this world no matter what their creed; and that is because
God has no time, no beginning, no end, and is everywhere always which is why all His words are the only
sound doctrine meaning the end of the human race under the rule of man with destruction waste and
desolation has already occurred just as written in Deuteronomy 28 {repeat as the spike} for just one of many
examples of Godâ s truth, therefore the base you need to know without confusion is that if you do as God
directs, He will draw you through reprogramming all of your thoughts, ways and actions towards becoming no
longer of this world.
The Programming of human minds; Truth through communication does not exist because all media, major
magazines, major networks, major news, radio and television broadcasts, major movies, programs,
entertainment and music with much symbolism and salesmanship through appealing words carrying what
people like to hear along with subliminal messages that people donâ t see or hear with remembrance, yet
through every major source of getting messages out worldwide, all people everywhere have become
completely programmed with control to the point where they can only learn whatâ s allowed while being
fed only what is proper delusion for minds to digest in the ways they want you to learn which all equals false
education with no complete true education for anyone in this world today because the only true education is
THE WORD that has never been taught as written;â and that is a huge period with no bull spit attached.
False, incomplete, non structured, worthless, pathetic, useless and every kind of education from man
worldwide has never had any center whatsoever on who created all things eternally or the reasons why; and
that lack of education is true in all cultures worldwide beginning in private schools, elementary schools,
religious schools, high schools and all colleges with the largest and greatest such as Harvard, Yale, University
of Oxford and all others worldwide being the greatest mislead liars of all in programming their students
{wealthy bloodlines} while also leading them into secret societies to keep in control as their puppets on
strings of control for use of during Illuminatiâ s world control; and in the same way, teachers, government
leaders, corporate CEOâ S, banks, celebrities, big names in religion along with all types of every kind of
individual all over this world that are also controlled as puppets on the strings of the god of this world with a
good example being as Satan in leadership as a five star General down to privates being in the lower ranks of
his dark lead that has deceived this whole world of people whether they worship God through their counterfeit
imaginations, or Satan as god because it makes no difference; and that is because 90 percent worldwide are all
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going to die anyway, and none in easy or pleasant ways, so the Devil is doing his job well {and even he as
Satan knows that his time remaining as god of this world is short} just as always even before man was
created.
Just a note on who will remain alive because the Illuminati wants this worldâ s population reduced from 6.8
billion down to 500 million whereas God speaks on the 10 percent base when it comes to survivors which
would leave about 680 million, but either way all that people worldwide need to know for certain is that
absolutely nothing is the way all of mankind teach and say that it is. And if this world was not deceived there
would be true education everywhere with a Free Press, World News, Media and education always distributing
need to know information on every subject rather than todayâ s controlled and limited news that locks truth
away from the public civilization with only evils lurking in the shadows waiting to make their great strike on
one totally unprepared worldâ s population that have been stuffed to their full with manâ s ignorant lies
they all love to hear rather than only direct communication with God that none, no, not one person has, other
than very few on this planet.

All through history whenever there was an honest person who wanted to get truth out for the masses to hear,
or would not do as told, they were kept silent or became eliminated. And today there are many people getting
out much information on the Illuminati, New World Order, Americaâ s corrupt government, FEMA, prison
camps, Monarch mind control and just thousands of additional subjects that have to do with the lives of
everyone on earth, but what most all people donâ t know as in 99%--- is that individuals such as Alex Jones
with Prison Planet and all others within every position of life are either controlled or just allowed to distribute
the actual truth on the way things truly are behind the scenes as one of the primers to prepare this worldâ s
population for the coming financial collapse in America, gun control and martial law as the United States
becomes a police state with no freedoms as once known to many in decades past with this whole world to
follow the same conditions. Did what you just read register? And because anyone this worlds elite controllers
wants taken down, its as easy to do just as 1,2,3 such the government murder of president JFK and anyone
that has ever gotten in their way, and that is because just like Kennedy, if they would not bow down to their
ways of evil darkness through submission in gaining world control with no care whatsoever for any human
life, they would become eliminated. Because there are just countless ways via todayâ s Internet for learning
uncountable facts on uncountable subjects, just look at this link for an example
http://prisonplanet.tv/alex-jones-live.html while knowing that Alex Jones could be eliminated within a split
second anytime and anywhere---so he is just another puppet on the strings of darkness who many worship just
as people worship false sound good religious music and blind preachers in false religions all over this earth.

Just as in every subject which I barely touch on, there is very much study involved that will reveal more facts
on just how powerful the illuminati truly is worldwide; and just how much man has gained in the knowledge
of mass destruction that most minds care not to hear or are just incapable of absorbing because everything is
in another ball park that goes far beyond what most all minds can accept or even deal with in any way;

*And that is why we must all through great efforts look only to God while just completely dumping this
current world and everything in it while there is still time to do so before this world just flat out dumps us and
everyone in it.

These words that I will now speak clear as possible to every human being on earth is for their own sake
according to the only true God this world knows not; and that is because over three billion believers donâ t
believe what God tells them all which is to just get shed everything that you live for while turning only to God
according too His truth and reality; and that is because no matter what you may think, it makes no difference
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because the beginning of the end has come upon this human race that is just going to destroy this entire
worldâ s population, therefore when people are worried about their childrenâ s education, their home,
their worthless material possessions whatever they may be, their worldly future or just anything in life without
God as front center for direction, their own gruesome end will also come in the midst of the worst suffering
this planet has ever before seen.

And I tell only truth according to THE WORD for free whereas this world of religious money suckers charge
you for their lies or the free churingaâ s just lead you into your own death. {Because they know more than
THE WORD} That does not mean that you have not been saved, just that you and yours were on the wrong
road. Look at it like this, THE WORD is as the coin flip that either you obey or disobey, therefore either
follow your Head Jesus Christ, or be as the many in this world who follow tails as the god of this world.
Therefore revealing those roads and their difference has become my only purpose in life, itâ s my calling
from God. Whatâ s most important is to know, understand, and never forget are the reasons that I write; and
itâ s because what I write none others on earth write; and that is the full truths of God which are not known
or taught in any of the buildings of man worldwide; and sadly this world filled with scorpions still will choose
to reject Godâ s words of truth, but I am to tell them whether they hear or forbear. Just who do you believe,
God, or man? This book gives details of Godâ s own words that a world of believers refuse to believe; and
now I am going to add Godâ s additional words that believers still wonâ t believe even though all of
Godâ s words are pure, true, and written with no confusion.
â Jesus said, "Watch out for doomsday deceivers. Many leaders are going to show up with forged identities,
claiming, 'I am Christ, the Messiah.' They will deceive a lot of people. When reports come in of wars and
rumored wars, keep your head and don't panic. This is routine history; this is no sign of the end. Nation will
fight nation and ruler fight ruler, over and over. Famines and earthquakes will occur in various places. This is
nothing compared to what is coming. They are going to throw you to the wolves and kill you, everyone hating
you because you carry my name. And then, going from bad to worse, it will be dog-eat-dog, everyone at each
other's throat, everyone hating each other. In the confusion, lying preachers will come forward and deceive a
lot of people. For many others, the overwhelming spread of evil will do them inâ nothing left of their love
but a mound of ashes. Staying with itâ that's what God requires. Stay with it to the end. You won't be sorry,
and you'll be saved. All during this time, the good newsâ the Message of the kingdomâ will be preached
all over the world, a witness staked out in every country. And then the end will come. {Matthew
24:4-14}-{The Message}
Today we live within a world when there are false teachers everywhere on earth that claim to speak in truth
through Christ while walking in the same world of darkness just as the world of people they are suppose to be
the teachers of, and the uncountable liars are loved by the uncountable believers in God worldwide who have
been uplifted spiritually by all of their smooth sounding, good sounding, secure sounding, happy sounding
words that people actually pay money to hear while dishing out loads of hate to any on earth who are not one
of them; and what brings such great sadness upon the few who live only for God is the fact that what you just
read was written for all in this world of believers as a warning in the difference between the few and the
many, narrow and the wide, mercy and no mercy in the coming greatest timesoftrouble that has ever before
been since the creation of man.
Therefore, when one of Godâ s few that have totally dedicated their life as a living sacrifice to live only by
His will, instruction and direction, the words they speak from looking only to the Father are not liked,
believed or understood by a world of religious people simply because they not only donâ t believe every
word of God all believers are suppose to live by, but hate any that speak only written truth for them because
without Godâ s truth, they are on the wrong road of life and donâ t even know it. And what deepens the
sadness even more is when only the words of God are used through faith and direction from the Father with
truth spoken through care concern and love for others, whatâ s heard in their ears is not at all spoken as the
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shepherds words in every building on earth speaks, therefore becomes totally out of line and out of context
with the doctrines and traditions of man everywhere worldwide that God forbids and warns against.
Do you believe in God? Do you understand just how great beyond words God truly is? Do you see God as so
eternal that He has no time or distance while seeing a 400 billion star galaxy as no more in size than the
nucleus of an atom that would equal in proportion being only 1/100/10000th of a single strand of hair? And
that same God created an eternal universe to be inhabited by the human race that He loves.
However, what believers worldwide donâ t know, show, act or believe are Godâ s own many words
regarding our hearts, love and actions that He as God Almighty is always watching through the hearts of all
believers worldwide, and for the reason of choosing His firstfruits because they have overcome the god of this
world. Therefore because God is love, all of His created beings must also become love, or they can never even
know Him or be a part of His eternal kingdom until they repent as in a 100% flip of lifeâ s coin from tails
unknowingly following the god of this world to Heads while always following only THE WORD AS THEIR
HEAD with absolutely zeroed trust in man; and sad to say this world of churingaâ s who in their own minds
are very dedicated to God do not even know Him through Godâ s own words they have become totally
blinded too through their hateful ways that stop them from even knowing or understanding who their lips
claim to love while dragging many down with them; and just how a world of believers can actually ignore
Godâ s own words truly amazes me because with no love for others, God can never be known just as
written in 1 John 4:7-8.
So when God says this whole world has been deceived, we know its true; and if that were not true, this world
of believers would believe God for His every word; and that means when God tells all believers in this world
they been lied to and betrayed, they would believe what God says while seeking His guidance on the proper
road of life, but instead, all believers on earth just seem to think they know more than God. Therefore when
God speaks these words. . .
â The Lord looked down from heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any that did
understand, and seek God. They are all gone aside, they are all together become filthy: there is none that doeth
good, no, not one. {Psalms 14:2-3}
We must hear what God speaks through putting all of our trust only in God without doubt or question while
believing His every word. So rather than yelling out of context, youâ re a cult, your sick, your crazy,
youâ re a bastard, your twisted, youâ re a child of the devil and his author as churinga brethren speak
while teaching others through his own doctrines to hate, judge and accurse is okay to do because that is
following your Head just as pagan ways and Sunday Sabbaths.
Rather than being one who pleases not God, what every believer on planet earth should be doing is saying
through faith in prayer is. . .
Lord, please show me mercy and open my eyes for seeing this world as it truly is; and be with me as my
friend, teacher, strength and lead rather than leaving me to panic when chaos strikes this earth because I want
only to stand strong as Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego while keeping my head up when viewing world
violence all around me and whatâ s gearing up with a massive supply of great weapons that can annihilate
billions with leaders of a human race that have no regard for any human life beyond being as a cancer to this
earth. Remember the message in the Guidestones? In fact, their goal is in reducing this worldâ s population
by the billions, and what better way than nations rising against nation while using chemical and biological
weapons to kill mega masses of human beings? And with that man can now create tsunamis along with the
abilities to detonate a nuclear bomb high in the atmosphere over the center of the United States that would fry
everything electronic sending America back into the 1800â s in a state of chaos with no absolutely nothing
because with no more electricity or electronics, computer base has been exterminated so no money, no
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records, no transportation, no food, no phone, no internet, no water, no sewer, no hospitals and just no life
beyond uncontrolled crime, filth, killing, rapes, murders, terrorists, looting, burning and destroying while
diseases spread from all the stench and filth that only gets worse and worse. Want comfort? Just go to church
and pay for all the sound good bull spit.
There is already a world food shortage, and when the bottom of life as all know it drops from under, it
becomes a dog eat dog world, and through this book you will read words of God that mean just as they say
while being the most important words concerning your own life that the religions of man everywhere have
never before taught; and for reasons only those with Godâ s Spirit can understand.
However, when the subjects come down to the extremely sad truths of reality concerning this entire human
race, there are the massive floods of valid information that can be gotten easily through Internet on the
Illuminati, The New World Order, FEMA, Iran, Russia, China, Korea, Brazil, Mexico or any subject on the
true ways of today that would without question require a million book library just to house all of the massive
amounts of information that can be very educational regarding mankindâ s coming self ruin worldly
speaking.
But what none, no, not one person knows or is fully aware of in ways so spiritual that they would need to
become completely disassociated with this entire world only to understand what the most valuable
information on this planet is that concerns this entire human race which are the many of this world, even
though man cannot see their own end.
**And this is where I come into the big picture as a man who has come to understand God through presenting
myself as a living sacrifice through years of lifeâ s struggles while totally disassociating myself from this
world for Him to use according to His will as one very genuine man who wants only to lead as many possible
on the only right road to walk for Godâ s mercy while sharing knowledge of the road with only THE
WORD as our road map.
**And all those churingaâ s in the billions who say they have not been deceived are calling God a liar
because His words are perfect, pure, true, and written with no confusion that none believe because man who
they do believe has changed their meaning churinga style worldwide with just three verses in the entire Bible
for a perfect example of meaning just as written in Revelation 12:9 and Psalms 14:2-3. And none, no, not one
believes God for His every word that we have been commanded to live by through faith with obedience.
{Deuteronomy 8:3, Matthew 4:4, Luke 4:4}

Letâ s listen to God once again because He speaks of my purpose through the meat of THE WORD with no
watered down instant milk for false understanding. He said;

"Son of man, I'm sending you to the family of Israel, {Chapters 2 & 19 give great detail on Israel} a rebellious
nation if there ever was one. They and their ancestors have fomented rebellion right up to the present. They're
a hard case, these people to whom I'm sending youâ hardened in their sin. Tell them, 'This is the Message of
God, the Master.' They are a defiant bunch. Whether or not they listen, at least they'll know that a prophet's
been here. But don't be afraid of them, son of man, and don't be afraid of anything they say. Don't be afraid
when living among them is like stepping on thorns or finding scorpions in your bed. Don't be afraid of their
mean words or their hard looks. They're a bunch of rebels. Your job is to speak to them. Whether they listen is
not your concern. They're hardened rebels. {Ezekiel 2:3-7}-{MSG} Now I ask, are not those words as
foolishness to you? Would you like to know why your mind reacts that way?
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â It is only our own spirit within us that knows all about us; in the same way, only God's Spirit knows all
about God. We have not received this world's spirit; instead, we have received the Spirit sent by God, so that
we may know all that God has given us.

â So then, we do not speak in words taught by human wisdom, but in words taught by the Spirit, as we
explain spiritual truths to those who have the Spirit. Whoever does not have the Spirit cannot receive the gifts
that come from God's Spirit. Such a person really does not understand them, and they seem to be nonsense,
because their value can be judged only on a spiritual basis. {1 Corinthians 2:11-14}-{GNT}

In this entire world of religion today, those who believe in God, His Spirit and Christ will tell you that they do
have Godâ s Holy Spirit while ignoring all the words in the Holy Bible and in this book that speak
otherwise such as those without love for others, God can never be known; and without following His
instruction in Proverbs 2:4-6, God can never be known; I have had five years of being hated with murder by
words and actions of believers to prove the way Godâ s views this world of religion as sluggards who put
their trust in man, his doctrines and pagan traditions. Also without faith, it is impossible to please God,
{Hebrews 11:6} and believing His every word is having faith, yet this world of religion does not believe they
have been deluded, duped, hoodwinked or bamboozled while the devil is about to launch his double-cross
through his false feel good spirit that has created a stultified human race as in being very illogical and
appearing stupid. In a world that refuses Godâ s truth; and my purpose is to still fill all subconscious
minds on earth with understanding so that when the many of this world find themselves so deep in the miry
quicksandâ s of life while still slowly sinking with absolutely no hope or lifeline whatsoever, they will
remember why as their subconscious mind brings to the surface what they paid no worth to because of all the
churingaâ s scattered all over this earth who know more than THE WORD. So they all still have salvation,
but are having to earn eternal salvation the hard way because they would not repent to obedience through love
with actions with â THE WORDâ as their only roadmap and guide for life itself with Godâ s mercy.

â Behold, the eye of the Lord is upon them that fear him, upon them that hope in his mercy; To deliver their
soul from death, and to keep them alive in famine. {Psalms 33:18-19}

When is the last time that your hearts actual intent spoke with God? We all make mistakes, but when we have
given ourselves to God in ways we cannot speak, through those many years God changes us as a potter shapes
their work to the point where they become please with what they have created and reworked through many
chastisements for producing a finished product with the strong faith that is required for these end times.

No man is perfect, therefore as human beings we all make mistakes, but when through faith we submit
ourselves to God for His use in helping any in this human race that want help, our genuine concern with love
for other human beings far outweighs our sin.

â Everything in the world is about to be wrapped up, so take nothing for granted. Stay wide-awake in
prayer. Most of all, love each other as if your life depended on it. Love makes up for practically anything. Be
quick to give a meal to the hungry, a bed to the homelessâ cheerfully. Be generous with the different things
God gave you, passing them around so all get in on it: if words, let it be God's words; if help, let it be God's
hearty help. That way, God's bright presence will be evident in everything through Jesus, and he'll get all the
credit as the One mighty in everythingâ encores to the end of time. Oh, yes! {1 Peter 4:7-11}-{MSG}
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God has just told every believer on this planet to take their eyes off of self and see this world of people
in need. Look at the sufferings of Paul in 2 Corinthians 11:23-27 while seeing yourself through his faith, look
at 1 John 3:14-18, look at Proverbs 21:13, and then look down the road to see who you can help; and know
the end is coming while understanding that God is going to give to you exactly what you give to others, so
you best start looking where you can help others in the tent cities----and in this book is chapter 22 that teaches
never to give to charities because its only a billion dollar rip off scam with the red cross included.
Chapter 22 teaches the meaning of giving through your heart and in person rather than putting any
trust in man with all his greedy bull spit.
God Is Love
â My beloved friends, let us continue to love each other since love comes from God. Everyone who loves is
born of God and experiences a relationship with God. The person who refuses to love doesn't know the first
thing about God, because God is loveâ so you can't know him if you don't love. This is how God showed
his love for us: God sent his only Son into the world so we might live through him. This is the kind of love we
are talking aboutâ not that we once upon a time loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as a
sacrifice to clear away our sins and the damage they've done to our relationship with God. {1 John
4:7-10}-{MSG}
Through this booksie sitehttp://www.booksie.com/Timesoftrouble you can learn a little more about my efforts
for God that are for you minus the mud-slingers in Ezekiel 2:6 and the haters in John 15:18-21}
I work non stop night and day for God; and because God is love, therefore I have become a workman for this
entire human race.
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